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Samsung hmx-f900 specs

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Summary (5)connectivityHDMI, USB ConnectivityHDMI, USB Connectivity--zoom52 x Optical zoom, 720p HD Video52 x Optical zoom, 720p HD Video--sensorCMOS SensorCMOS Sensor--batteryRechargeable, Li-ion BatteryRechargeable, Li-ion Battery--resolution5 MP Resolution1.9 MP Resolution--other
accessories (1)accessories inboxSamsung HMX-F80 Flash Memory Camcorder,Lithium-Ion Battery IA-BP210R (AD43-00200A) / IA-BP105R (AD43-00201A), Power Adapter (AD44-00196A),USB Cable (AD39-00169A),Audio / Video Cable (AD39-00184A),User Manual CD (AD46-00429A), Quick Start Guide (AD68-06902A),Intelli-Studio Editing Software
(Built-In)Camera--video (3)resolution available1280x720 Pixels (720p HD)1280x720 Pixels (720p HD),720x480 Pixels (DVD)--fps720p Frame rate : 25, 30720p Frame rate : 30DVD Frame rate : 30--slow motion effectNoNo--storage (1)memory card typeSD, SDHC, SDXCSD, SDHC, SDXC--lens (5)focal length2.1-109.2 mm2.1-109.2 mm--optical zoom52
x52 x--lens typeZoomZoom--aperture rangef/1.8-f/4.9 Aperturef/1.8-f/4.9 Aperture--lens coverYes Lens CoverYes--battery (3)battery typeLi-ionLi-ion--batteryRechargeable(proprietary)Rechargeable(proprietary)--battery modelBP105RIA-BP105R--general (3)typeCamcorderCamcorder--titleSamsung HMX-F80 CamcorderSamsung HMX-F90 Camcorder-brandSamsungSamsung--connectivity (6)wifiNoNo--bluetoothNoNo--usbYesYes Type 2.0, 480 MB--hdmiYesYes--nfcNoNo--pictbridgeNoNo--exposure (1)design (4)dimensions wxhxd53.9 x 56.4 x 119 mm53.9 x 119 x 56.4 mm--weight220 Gram9.45 Ounce--ruggedNoNo--available color optionsBlack, SilverBlack, White--other features (12) 3dNoNo--touch
focusNoNo--hdr shooting modeNoNo--drive modeNoNo--burst modeNoNo--white balance typeAuto, Cloudy, Custom, Daylight, Fluorescent, TungstenAuto, Cloudy, Custom, Daylight, Fluorescent, Tungsten--iris controlNoNo--auto focusYesYes Contrast detection--microphoneYesYes--image stabilizationYes Type : SoftwareYes Type : Software--incamera
editingVideos, Movie Mode Create, Movie Mode Edit, Creative, CalendarPictures, Black & White/Sepia Tone, Videos, Movie Mode Edit, Digital Special Effects: Off, Black & White, Sepia, Negative, Noir, Western, Dazzle--manual focusYesYes--files (2)image minimum resolution0.48 MP0.5 MP--image file formatsJPEGJPEG--sensor (3)typeCMOS
SensorCMOS Sensor--sizew x h4.54 x 3.42 mm , 1/3.2 inch4.54 x 3.42 mm , 1/3.2 inch--effective resolution5 MP Resolution1.9 MP Resolution--previewing (7)display typeLCDLCD--display resolution noof dots230000 dots921000 dots--display size2.7 Inch2.7 Inch--moveable displayYesYes--viewfinderNoNo--touchscreenNoNo--brightness
adjustmentNoYes levels--flash (2)hot shoeflash mountNoNo--built in flashYesNo--More Details (2)Price-₹ 45,394--DetailsFull DetailsFull Details-- Top Ten Reviews Verdict The Samsung HMX-F90 has a lot of interesting built-in editing filters and takes clear video. +There are several special effects features, including sepia, noir, black and white,
western and negative.-The lens cover must be opened manually. Today's best Samsung HMX-F90 dealsImage 1 of 12The Samsung HMX-F90 does not have a touchscreen. Image 2 of 12You navigate the menu options on the HMX-F90 using a toggle button on the flip-out LCD screen. Image 3 of 12The Samsung HMX-F90 uses a full-size SD card. Image
4 of 12You can take still images with the Samsung HMX-F90 by pressing a button at the top of the camcorder. Image 5 of 12The Samsung HMX-F90 has a 52x optical zoom, the most of any camcorder we tested. Image 6 of 12The strap on this camcorder keeps it securely in your hand while you use it. Image 7 of 12The HMX-F90 weighs 7.7 ounces, on
the lighter end of the cameras we tested. Image 8 of 12You have to manually open the lens cover on the Samsung HMX-F90. Image 9 of 12Lens covers like the one on the Samsung HMX-F90 keep the glass of the lens safe from cracking and smudging. Image 10 of 12The button to open the lens cover is located on the side of the HMX-F90, near the
front of the camcorder. Image 11 of 12You can remove the battery from the back of the Samsung HMX-F90. Image 12 of 12The HMX-F90 got an B for color balance because everything appeared true to life but the footage outdoors had slightly higher levels of red. The Samsung HMX-F90 takes relatively crisp video and has unique, fun in-camera
editing features to enhance your footage. This camcorder is among the lightest we tested at 7.7 ounces, and while some of our reviewers liked the lightweight feel, others were worried it would break easily. It has a large, square, removable battery located on the back of the camera. The camcorder isn’t waterproof or shockproof, so make sure to keep
it safe and dry.This camcorder can shoot video in up to 1080p resolution, which means you’ll be capturing memories in high definition. Our reviewers watched the footage we took and gave it a C- for overall video quality. It received a B for color balance because outdoor footage of brown bushes appeared rather red on camera. It has a manual lens
cover so you’ll need to remember to use the switch on the side of the unit to open it before you hit record. You can also take still photos using a button at the top of the camcorder.The LCD screen on the HMX-F90 isn’t a touchscreen so you must use a toggle button to navigate. Like all the other camcorders we tested, the LCD screen rotates. Some
standard features like image stabilization are included, and you can access filters like sepia, noir, black and white, western and negative. You can even add background music without even having to upload your video to your computer. Like the Nikon KeyMission 80, there is also a time-lapse film option.The optical zoom lens on this camcorder is the
best of any we tested at 52x, beating out the Panasonic HC-W580’s 50x optical zoom. Optical zoom changes the lens inside the camcorder to magnify the image, so it gives much clearer close-up video than digital zoom, which simply crops the digital image. A strong optical zoom is ideal for large sporting events or even arena concerts. It also has 70x
intelligent zoom and 130x digital zoom, but the video quality will suffer if you use these.The HMX-F90 comes with a battery, a wall adapter, USB cord and AV cord. Battery life will vary depending on the resolution you record in. The IA-BP105R battery included with the device we tested takes about two and a half hours to fully charge and will take
about an hour and a half of video – more if you're filming in a low resolution. If you get a IA-BP210R battery, it takes about five hours to charge and will take roughly three hours of continuous video, also depending on the resolution you record in. Either way, it’s always safe to carry an extra battery. It’s necessary to take a full-size SD card along as
this camcorder doesn’t have any built-in memory.Today's best Samsung HMX-F90 deals The Shop Samsung app Free standard shipping, exclusive offers and financing options. >> data-hide=> Samsung HMX-F90WN camcorder Handheld camcorder 5 MP CMOS White: The official marketing text of Samsung HMX-F90WN camcorder Handheld
camcorder 5 MP CMOS White as supplied by the manufacturer Get the Best Shots from Far Away or Up Close The Samsung F90 will change the way you share and capture your memories. Get unbelievably close to the action from far away with the 52x optical zoom, and perfectly capture lifelike images with HD recording. Capture Incredible Details
with 52x Zoom We know that a powerful optical zoom lens is a critical feature in any camcorder which is why the Samsung F90 comes with a 52x optical zoom lens. It brings you as close to the action as you need to be and ensures that every image is as clear and crisp as you remember them. Plus, we've added additional pixels from the image sensor
to the existing optical zoom. 720p HD Movie Recording Experience the same clarity you do while watching high definition movies — with your own videos. 1280 x 720 30p HD recording offers 2.5x better resolution than conventional standard definition camcorders. Since video is captured at 30 frames per second, you'll enjoy a cinematic-like
presentation — especially when played back on your large screen HDTV or desktop HD monitor. One Touch Sharing Button Capture your most memorable moments and share with friends and family. Simply connect the camcorder to a PC, select your files, and press the One-Touch Sharing Button to quickly upload your videos to YouTube. Bookmark
Your Favorite Scenes Play back your favorite moments of a night out with friends or your hike through the woods — without having to waste time fast-forwarding or rewinding. The My Clip feature allows you to tag any scene in your video, so you can instantly relive the most hilarious bits or amazing sights over and over again — with no additional
editing. Customize Your Movie Clips Add a professional touch to your movies with My Music. Select one of four preloaded classical pieces to score your videos. Or import songs from your PC's music library by using Samsung's Intelli-Studio. And if there's talking in the scene, it won't get drowned out by the score. Smart BGM Ⅱ automatically lowers
the music, so you always hear whoever is speaking. More Natural Colors in Every Image Whether lush greens in a garden, cool blues of an ocean, or a ruby-toned party dress, accurately capture the many colors of life. The F90 features a CMOS Sensor, which filters light into separate red, green and blue elements for color reproduction that is richer,
deeper, and more natural looking than any taken with a CCD Sensor. You'll also enjoy clearer images, with no vertical smears. Take a Break in the Action When shooting a long video, like a baseball game or a child's play, you'll probably want to take a break for any long pauses or intermission. With the Record Pause feature on the Samsung
CAMCORDER, you can pause the recording and then pick up right where you left off without creating a new file. This way you only have one file to work with and don't have to merge files for editing, sharing or transferring. Time Lapse The Time-Lapse recording feature is fun and easy to use. By taking still frames at preset intervals and then putting
them in sequential order, the Samsung CAMCORDER is able to create a video file that condenses hours of recording such as sunset or sunrise into minutes of viewing. 2.7"(67.5mm) LCD With the wide 2.7"(67.5mm) LCD display, you can see everything in the shot — even when you're next to the camcorder. That's because the LCD display features a
wide viewing angle that lets you see images on the screen clearly while you shoot, even when you're looking from the side, above, or below. USB Charging Simply connect the Samsung F90 to a PC's USB port, turn on the PC, and your camcorder will start recharging. This intelligent feature gives you the freedom to shoot, share, and recharge from
almost anywhere. F1.8 The Samsung F90 comes with an F1.8 lens that ensures high-quality video, even in low light conditions. Whether you're shooting an intimate, candle-lit dinner in a restaurant or a setting sun at dusk, the bright, wide aperture lens captures sharp, crystal-clear images every time. HDMI Get superior picture and sound from your
HD source. The High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) is a digital connection that can transmit HD video and audio over a single cable. Long summary description Samsung HMX-F90WN camcorder Handheld camcorder 5 MP CMOS White: This is an auto-generated long summary of Samsung HMX-F90WN camcorder Handheld camcorder 5 MP
CMOS White based on the first three specs of the first five spec groups. Samsung HMX-F90WN. Total megapixels: 5 MP, Sensor type: CMOS, Optical sensor size: 25.4 / 3.2 mm (1 / 3.2"). Optical zoom: 52x, Digital zoom: 130x, Lens mount interface: Samsung NX. Camcorder media type: Memory card, Compatible memory cards: SD,SDHC,SDXC. Focus
adjustment: Auto/Manual. White balance: Auto, Cloudy, Daylight, Fluorescent, Tungsten
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